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ADVERTISING PLAN 
 
Date: December 20, 2009 
Coca – Cola Company 
Aquarius sports drink 
 
I.Executive Summary 
 

Coca Cola is a world’s largest beverage company. Its mission statement reflects its 
objectives: "Everything we do is inspired by our enduring mission: To Refresh the 
World... in body, mind, and spirit. To Inspire Moments of Optimism... through our brands 
and our actions. To Create Value and Make a Difference... everywhere we engage." 
Sports drinks industry especially in last decade became more intense. Many large and 
small soft drinks corporations see sports drink production as an opportunity to enlarge 
their business and gain some market share of this fast growing market. The most popular 
and widespread sport drinks are Gatorade produce by Pepsi Co. and Powerade by Coca-
Cola Co. There are also other sport drinks brands but they are less popular on Canadian 
market. Currently Gatorade is leading sports drink in Canadian market. Its target markets 
as well as Powerade’s are athletes and sport activists. In order to increase its market share 
in sports drinks, Coca-Cola Company besides Powerade decided to introduce in Canada 
its another sports drink brand name Aquarius. Aquarius is well known sports drinks brand 
in such countries as Belgium, Brazil, France, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands, 
Northern Ireland, Portugal, Republic of Ireland, Spain and Taiwan. It was the official 
drink of the Olympic Games in Barcelona in 1992. On August 15, 2009 Aquarius was 
introduced to Canadian market. Because most sports drinks are advertised for athletes as 
primary market and non-athletes as a secondary, Aquarius sports drink will be positioned 
on the strategy of product user specifically for non-athletes. Its primary target market 
would be single man & woman at ages 22-35 who exercise regularly up to 5 times a week 
to stay healthy, like sport, have average disposable income, with strong loyalty status. 
And secondary target market would be male and female, married with children, at age 35-
49 who exercise regularly to stay healthy up to 3 times a week, with high disposable 
income. Area of advertising coverage is Southern Ontario. Because Aquarius sports drink 
is new to Canadian market the main goal of advertising at the beginning would be to 
inform target audience about this product, its main characteristics, value and finally to 
motivate this audience to purchase the product. Summarized advertising objectives are as 
follows: within first year create awareness among more then 1 million people who 
regularly buy sports drinks, inform three forth of this “aware” group that Aquarius is a 
good value sports drink in many flavors, convince three forth of the “informed” group 
that Aquarius is a good value sports drink, stimulate three forth of the “convinced” group 
to try Aquarius, motivate three forth of “desire group” to visit a store where Aquarius is 
sold to purchase the product. 
In order to achieve these advertising objectives, advertising strategy will be implemented. 
Target audience chosen for advertising promotions would be the same as target market 
but it will also include opinion leaders that are interested in healthy lifestyle and sport 
themes, people who like sport & those who are interested in healthy lifestyle, mass media 
that deals with sport and healthy lifestyle themes, social media interested in sport and 
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healthy lifestyle topics. For the communications media would be chosen traditional mass 
media such as radio, television, newspapers, magazines, outdoor and other - digital media 
and publicity. As a component of advertising massage, rational appeal will be used. 
The full advertising program is calculated by percentage of sales method. Its total would 
be 3.8 mills.  
 
II Situation Analysis 
 

A Company current marketing situation 
1. Business and industry information 
Sports drinks industry is fast growing. Two major brands that sell sports drinks are Coca-
Cola and Pepsi. On the Canadian market the most market share currently has Gatorade 
produced by Pepsi. Less market share has Powerade made by Coca-Cola. There are also 
other sports drinks brands but their place on Canadian market is less vivid as Gatorade 
and Powerade.  
2. Description of product  
Aquarius is a good quality sports drink brand. It has different flavors: Berry, Citrus 
Blend, Citrus Grapefruit, Cola, Grapefruit, Grapefruit Yogurt, Lemon, Mango, Orange, 
Peach and Tropical Fruit Punch.  
3. General description of market served 
Aquarius is well known sports drinks brand in such countries as Belgium, Brazil, France, 
Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Northern Ireland, Portugal, Republic of Ireland, 
Spain and Taiwan. On August 15, 2009 it was introduced to Canadian market.  
Canadian market is very receptive to sports drinks.  
4. Description of consumer purchase process 
Aquarius sports drink is routine problem solving product. It’s important for company that 
people become used to it and this particular drink becomes their routine choice. 
Consumers purchase process consists of need recognition and purchase decision.  
5. Methods of distribution 
Aquarius is currently sold in large and small groceries stores, health stores and large 
pharmacies. In order to get shelves place for Aquarius sports drink, Coca Cola uses such 
trade promotional strategies as trade deals and buy-back allowances. 
6. Pricing strategies employed 
Coca – Cola employs penetrating price for Aquarius sports drink brand.  
7. Implications of any marketing research 
Marketing research helped to select primary and secondary target audience, choose 
massage element, select media, identify and develop product concept.  
8. Communications history 
Aquarius has communications history in countries where it is currently sold. It was the 
official drink of the Olympic Games in Barcelona in 1992. 
In Canada since its launching Aquarius has such communications as TV advertisements, 
outdoor, publicity and web.  
Summarized AQUARIUS SWOT analysis:  
Strength: 

• Well known company name  
• Marketing experience from other countries 
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• Variety of flavors 
Weakness: 

• Unknown product brand name in Canada 
Opportunity: 

• Fast growing demand for sports drinks 
Threat: 

• New entrants 
• Product may be substituted for  water or other health related drinks 

 
B. Target market descriptions 

1. Market segments identified 
Market segments would be identified by such variables as geographic, demographic, 
behavioral and psychographic. There are two main segments identifies for Aquarius 
product. One is known as primary market and another one as secondary market. 
2. Primary market 
Aquarius is sports drinks that appeals to single man & woman at age 22-35 who exercise 
regularly up to 5 times a week to stay healthy, like sport, live in Southern Ontario, have 
average disposable income, with strong loyalty status. 
3. Secondary markets 
Male and female at age 35-49, married, with children, who exercise regularly to stay 
healthy up to 3 times a week, with high disposable income, live in Southern Ontario 
4. Market characteristics 
Segment A: 
 a) Geographic  
Canada, Southern Ontario, urban 
 b) Demographic 
Canadians, 22-34, male & female, young, single, $30,000-40,000, high school  
graduates, professional and technical occupation 
 c) Psychographic 
“I am expressive’’ by Yankelovich Partners’ MindBase, activities lifestyle 
 d) Behavioral 
Heavy users, strong loyalty status, advertising sensitive, regular occasion 
Segment B: 

a) Geographic  
Canada, Southern Ontario, urban 
 b) Demographic 
Canadians, 35-49, male & female, married, with children, $60,000-100,000, and high 
school graduates, managers, officials 
 c) Psychographic 
Interests’ lifestyle 
 d) Behavioral 
Medium user, medium loyalty, advertising sensitive 
 

C. Marketing objectives 
Long-and short-term sales target objectives 
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- Short-term sales target objectives (for upcoming year): 
 To gain 5% of sports drinks market share;  
 To increase product sales by 15 %. 

- Long-term sales target objectives (for 5 years): 
 To increase product sales by 40%; 
 To gain 30% of sports drink market share. 

 
D. Marketing mix for primary target market: 

1. Product 
Aquarius is sold in different sized bottles and has variety of flavors: Berry, Citrus Blend, 
Citrus Grapefruit, Cola, Grapefruit, Grapefruit Yogurt, Lemon, Mango, Orange, Peach 
and Tropical Fruit Punch. 
2. Price 
Company employs penetration price strategy. Currently Aquarius price on the market is 
$1.65 for 736 ml bottle. The regular price of one bottle over time would be $1.85.  
3. Distribution 
Aquarius is distributed primarily through health stores, large pharmacies, large food 
stores such as Wallmart, No Frills, Dominion, Sobeys, Loblaws and smaller local ones. 
4. Communication 
TV advertising, outdoor, publicity, web 
 

E. Intended role of advertising in the communications mix 
Because Aquarius sports drink is new to Canadian market the main goal of advertising is 
to create awareness about this product brand and present value of Aquarius sports drink 
to intended target audience. 
 
III. Advertising Objectives 
 

Objectives stated in terms of:  
Advertising pyramid (include quantities and length of time) 

 
Awareness: Within first year create awareness among more then 1 million people who 
regularly buy sports drinks. 
 

Comprehension: Inform three forth of this “aware” group that Aquarius is a good value 
sports drink in many flavors. 
 

Conviction: Convince three forth of the “informed” group that Aquarius is a good value 
sports drink.  
 

Desire: Stimulate three forth of the “convinced” group to try Aquarius. 
 

Action: Motivate three forth of “desire group” to visit a store where Aquarius is sold to 
purchase the product. 
 
IV Advertising (Creative) Strategy 
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A. Product concept – how the advertising will present the product in 
terms of: 

1. Product or market positioning 
Aquarius is positioned on the strategy of product user. Its consumers are non-athletes. 

2. Life cycle 
Sports drinks product category is currently in growth life cycle stage.  

3. Kim Lord grid purchase decision position 
a) High/Low think involvement 

Aquarius is a high cognitive involvement product because customers need to make right 
choice due to their high health attributes requirements 

b) High/low feel involvement 
Aquarius is high feel affective involvement because customers incorporate high feeling in 
responsibility for their healthy lifestyle 
       4. Product classification 
By market – consumer goods, by rate of consumption and tangibility – nondurable goods, 
by purchasing habits – convenience goods, by physical description – packaged goods 

B. Target audience – the specific people the advertising will address 
1. Detailed description of target audiences 

a) Relationship of target audience to target market 
Target audience of Aquarius sports drink is broader in scope than target market. Because 
potential consumers are mostly influenced by advertising, target audience will be the 
same as target market 

b) advertising appeals 
Rational self actualization (efficiency in use) appeal  

c) Demographics 
• Canadians, 22-34, male & female, young, single, $30,000-40,000, high school 

graduates, professional and technical occupation; 
• Canadians, 35-49, male & female, married, with children, $60,000-100,000, high 

school graduates, managers, officials. 
d) Psychographics 

Activities and interests lifestyles 
e) Behavioristics 

• Heavy users, strong loyalty status, advertising sensitive, regular occasion;  
• Medium user, medium loyalty, advertising sensitive 

2. Prioritization of target audiences 
a) Primary 

Single man & woman at age 22-35 who regularly exercise up to 5 times a week to stay 
healthy, live in Southern Ontario, have average disposable income, with strong loyalty 
status  

b) Secondary 
Male and female at age 35-49, married, with children, who exercise regularly to stay 
healthy up to 3 times a week, with high disposable income, live in Southern Ontario 

c) Supplementary 
• Opinion leaders that are interested in healthy lifestyle and sport themes; 
• People who like sport & those who are interested in healthy lifestyle  
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• Mass media that deals with sport and healthy lifestyle themes; 
• Social media interested in sport and healthy lifestyle topics. 

 
C. Communications media 
 

1. Definition of media objectives 
a) Reach 

• Radio channel: Toronto - 99.9 FM - CKFM - Mix 99.9 - More Music, More 
Variety 

35% of 250, 000 people during four weeks period is 87,500 
• Television: CBC Television (Canadian Broadcasting Corp.) - TV Station - 

Toronto 
30% of 4 mill people during four weeks period are 1.2 mills 
• National Post  
25% of 2 mill people during four weeks period are 0.5 mills 
• Canadian Health & Lifestyle  
30% of 1.5 mill four weeks period 450,000 
• Billboards located near fitness/sport centers 
40% of 2 mill four weeks period is 800,000 

b) Frequency 
• Television: CBC Television (Canadian Broadcasting Corp.) - TV Station - 

Toronto 
45, 000 – 3 times during four weeks period and 42, 500 – 4 times  
Average frequency = (45,000X3) + (42,500X4) / 87500= 3.5 
• National Post  
750,000 – 5 times during four weeks period and 450,000 - 3 times 
Average frequency = (750,000X5) + (450,000X4) / 1200000= 4.6 
• Canadian Health & Lifestyle  
300,000 – 2 times during four weeks period and 200,000 - 3 times  
Average frequency = (300,000X2) + (200,000X3) / 500,000= 2.4 
• Billboards located near fitness/sport centers 
450,000 – 6 times during four weeks period and 350,000 – 4 times 
Average frequency = (450,000X6) + (350,000X4) / 800000=5.125 

c) Gross rating points 
D. Television: CBC Television (Canadian Broadcasting Corp.) - TV Station - 

Toronto 
GRPs = 87,500 X 3.5= 306,250 
E. National Post  
GRPs = 500,000X 4.6= 2300000 
F. Canadian Health & Lifestyle  
GRPs = 450,000 X 2.4 = 1080000 
G. Billboards located near fitness/sport centers 
GRPs= 800,000 X 5.125 = 4100000 

a) Continuity 
Advertising will be continuous.  

http://www.radioontario.com/CKFM-99-9-FM.html
http://www.radioontario.com/CKFM-99-9-FM.html
http://www.cbc.ca/toronto/
http://www.cbc.ca/toronto/
http://www.cbc.ca/toronto/
http://www.cbc.ca/toronto/
http://www.cbc.ca/toronto/
http://www.cbc.ca/toronto/
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2. Determination of which media reach the target audience best (not a 
full list of media) 

a) Traditional mass media 
(1) Radio 

Radio advertising spots will be places in some most popular radio stations that carry sport 
and health topics sections. And also those that play high pace music for sport activities. 
Some of them are: 

• Toronto - 99.9 FM - CKFM - Mix 99.9 - More Music, More Variety 
• Toronto - 107.1 FM - CILQ - Q107 

(2)  Television 
Television is important to promote Aquarius sports drink. In between sport sections of 
these channels ads of Aquarius sport drink will be placed. 

• CBC Television (Canadian Broadcasting Corp.) - TV Station - Toronto 
• CTV Television - TV Station - Toronto 

(3) Newspapers 
Chosen newspapers include paper and web-versions, so they will be suitable for primary, 
secondary and supplementary target audience.  

• National Post - daily publication 
• Globe & Mail – daily publication  

(4) Magazines 
Because target audience of Aquarius puts a large emphasis on healthy lifestyle, 
advertising will be placed in some most popular health magazines in fitness section. 
Other would be a few sport magazines. 

• Canadian Health & Lifestyle (fitness section) - monthly publication 
• Canadian Living (fitness & health section) - monthly publication 

(5) Outdoor 
Billboards located near fitness/sport centers, near park entrances 

b) Other media 
(1) Interactive/digital media 

Because main primer target audience is Generation Y, digital media plays very important 
role for Aquarius promotional tactics. Information about Aquarius brand will be posted 
on Coca-Cola Canada website. Separate website will be also created with links to social 
media such as Twitter, My space and others. You Tube links to videos of Aquarius 
commercials also will be posted on web-site. Banner ads on web-sites related to health 
and sports themes. 

(2) Publicity 
Publicity and PR would play a very important role in Aquarius promotions. It would help 
to create awareness about this just introduced product to Canadian market. Important on 
this stage would be media relations. Coca-Cola will produce media kit and send it to 
media. Also e-media kit will be placed on Aquarius web-site. Company will also create 
healthy lifestyle and sports blogs to target social media.  
Another way to use PR would be sponsorship. Because of Olympic Games in Vancouver 
in upcoming year 2010, Coca-Cola Company with Aquarius product brand will be one of 
sponsors of this event. 

c) Supplemental media 

http://www.radioontario.com/CKFM-99-9-FM.html
http://www.radioontario.com/CILQ-107-1-FM.html
http://www.cbc.ca/toronto/
http://toronto.ctv.ca/
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(1) Trade shows 
On sports activities shows 

3. Availability of media relative to purchase patterns 
There is a large availability of media in Southern Ontario including mass media, 
supplemental and other types of media.  

4. Cost considerations 
a) Size/mechanical consideration of massage units 

Radio: 30 seconds sport 
Television: 60 second commercial 
Newspapers: One-page 3-color 
Magazines: One-page 3-color 
Outdoor: 12 by 24 feet (30-sheet) 

b) Cost efficiency of media plan against target audiences 
Radio: Total audience: 0.45 x 250,000=112,500 

 CPM = $2,750 / 112,500 ÷ 1,000 = $20.5 
Television: Total audience: 0.40 x 1,200,000=480,000 

 CPM = 7,000 / 480,000 ÷ 1,000 = $14.6 
Newspaper: Total audience: 0.60 x 500,000=300,000 

 CPM = $3,000 / 300,000 ÷ 1,000 = $10.00 
Magazine: Total audience: 0.35 x 450,000=157,500 

 CPM = $2,850 / 157,500 ÷ 1,000 = $10.8 
Billbords : Total audience: 0.40 x 800,000=320,000 

 CPM = $840,000 / 320,000 ÷ 1,000 = $2.63 
c) Production costs 

Radio: $2,750.00 
Television: $7,000.00 
Newspaper: $3,000.00 
Magazine: $2,850.00 
Billbord: $840.00 

5. Scope of media plan 
Domestic regional plan for Southern Ontario area 

 
D. Advertising massage 
1. Copy elements 
          a) Advertising appeal 

Rational self actualization (efficiency in use) appeal  
         b) Copy platform 

1. An objective statement 
Advertising will inform non-athletes that Aquarius sports drink gives them value they 
need for both hydration and power and has variety of tastes 
2. A support statement 
To emphasize value non-athletes will get while consuming Aquarius.  
3. A tone statement 
To convey value and simplicity for non-athletes. 
           c) Key consumer benefits 
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o hydration  
o power 
o variety of tastes 
2. Art elements 

                       a) Art platform   
   1) Layout 
 Sportsman picture in the centre, Aquarius logo in top left corner, 
slogan “They just like it” in top left corner, “hydrating power you need” in 
above left bottom corner, “Get ready to exercise again” right above centre, 
“#1 choice of non-athletes” centered in the bottom”. 
 
   2) Design 
 Lots of free space, picture of sportsman in the centre, text around, 
most of content of blue color    
      3. Production elements 
       a) Mechanical considerations in producing ads 
              1) Color 
 Dark blue, light blue, black 
   2) Size 

Letter 8.5X11in 
                              b) Production values sought 
               1) Typography 
 Slogan “They just like it” – Franklin Gothic Book, italic, 23 pt, sharp 

“Hydrating power you need in variety of tastes” – sylfaen, regular, 30pt, sharp 
“Get ready to exercise again” – sylfaen, regular, 30pt, sharp 

 “#1 choice of non-athletes” – Franklin Gothic Demi Cond, regular, 45pt, sharp 
2) Photography/illustration 

 Color, digital, medium format, shoots men, sports, studio, high production value 
              2) Paper 

Paper stock: Quality, 28 lb stock, glossy finish 
 
V The advertising Budget 
 

A. Impact of marketing situation on method of allocation 
       1. New product 
Because product is new to Canadian market intense advertising will help to create 
awareness among potential company customers 
       2. Competitive situation 
As there is competition on sports drink market advertising will help Aquarius to find its 
place on the market among competitors. Coca – Cola main competitor Pepsi uses intense 
advertising of Gatagorade. For this reason extensive advertising of Aquarius is needed. 
       3. Marketing objectives and strategy 
Because the main goal of marketing objectives is to increase sales, advertising will be 
used as communication tool to encourage target audience to buy product. For this reason 
larger advertising budget will be needed. 
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B. Method of allocation 

        Percentage of sales 
Is based on anticipated sales for next 2010 year 

Anticipated sales Percent of sales Advertising budget 
$21.1 18 $3.8 

 
VI Testing and Evaluation 
 

A. Advertising research conducted 
1. Strategy determination 

Product Concept: 
To identify Aquarius product concept there need to be done extensive secondary 
research. Company may study information from the Internet on product reviews from 
such sources as social media (You Tube reviews), blogs and others. They may also 
choose some mass media sources such as newspaper clippings, TV, radio and others. 
Such extensive secondary and primary research would present what people value in 
sports drinks the most, which brands they choose and why.  
*Based on conducted research results, it’s seen that people in Canada perceive Gatorade 
sports drink (Pepsi) as the most trusted. They value its effectiveness and like its variety of 
tastes.   
Target Audience Selection: 
In order to identify target audience it’s necessary to do some secondary research. One of 
the sources to study demographics would be Statistics Canada. It shows how many 
people reside in Canada, what age and other necessary info. Also it’s necessary to 
identify current target audience for sports drinks to see who consumes this product 
category the most. Some sources of such information would be web-sites, reviews which 
sometimes mention age category, Wikipedia and many others.  
*Secondary research showed that available on the market sports drinks are promoted 
primarily to athletes and are less focused on non-athletes who like sport, exercise 
regularly but for them sport is health care routine rather than passion. Secondary research 
also helped to find important information related to target audience. Based on results, it’s 
seen that the most receptive to sports drink are young people at age 22-35. People at age 
36-49 also consume sports drinks but less than young. People older than 50 years mostly 
consume water instead of sport drinks. Teenagers also purchase sports drinks. But 
because there is a lot of negative publicity which criticizes sport drinks producers that 
teenagers should not consume these products as they contain lots of carbohydrates and 
salt. Also based on demographics research results, it was found more information 
mentioned in market segments section. 
Media Selection: 
In order to choose correct media for target audience some research is needed. Surveys 
can be distributed to target audience to see which media they choose, what time they are 
exposed to it.  
*Based on research results, primary selected target audience is most receptive to social 
media. They spend lots of time on the Internet, read online versions of newspapers, use 
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such social media sources as You Tube, Twitter, My Space and others. They listen some 
music radio stations while they walk or do other sport activities. Also primer audience 
often comes across with outdoor media as they spend a lot of time outside. 
Message Element Selection: 
For the message element selection, company may do some qualitative research such as 
discussions with its target audience. 
*After discussions with Aquarius target audience representatives, it was found that they 
like Coca-Cola PowerAde sport drink but perceive it more as an energy drink. They also 
mentioned that they would give more values for both hydrating and energy benefits of 
sports drink.  
Concept development 
For the concept development research is also needed. 
*One concept showed that Aquarius offers more hydration than energy and second that 
sports drink has values of hydration and power. These both concepts were measured. 
Results showed that target audience didn’t like the idea of just hydration as they could 
consume more water instead. And in the second case they said they like idea of mixed 
hydrating and energy power. As a result, idea of “hydrating power” was created. 

B. Pretesting and posttesting 
1. Elements tested 

a) Markets 
Some markets will be pretested e.g. Toronto.  

b) Massages 
Illustration and text will be pretested.  

c) Media 
Media subclasses and media units will be posttested 

d) Scheduling 
Days of the week for best responses will be pretested. 

2. Methodology 
a) Central location tests 

These kinds of tests will be used in shopping centers to test massages. 
b) Aided recall tests 

Aided recall tests will be used for posttesting messages. 
c) Unaided recall tests 

Unaided recall tests will be used for posttesting 
d) Attitude tests 

Attitude tests will measure a campaign’s effectiveness. 
      3. Cost of testing 1.2 mill 
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